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IO KLEN NO FOAM 

ACIDIC IODOPHOR SANITIZER FOR DAIRY EQUIPMENT 

MATERIAL & FUNCTION 

IO KLEN NO FOAM is designed for the daily sanitization of all dairy equipment. IO KLEN NO FOAM is 

an iodophor sanitizer to give increased efficiency of mainline sterilization and cleaning with a minimum of 

foam and iodine retention. 

IO KLEN NO FOAM contains 2% available iodine which is complexed with biodegradeable surfactant 

system to give maximum cleaning and stabilization. IO KLEN NO FOAM also contains 16% of phosphoric 

acid which gives a greater efficiency to milkstone removal and its effectiveness is lowering thermaduric 

counts. 

APPLICATION 

1.  DAIRY INDUSTRY 

Prior to milking - make up a solution using 30 mls IO KLEN NO FOAM to 23 litres of warm or cold 

water. Sanitize machine using 5 litres of IO KLEN NO FOAM solution per set of cups. This solution can be 

retained to rinse other equipment. Always start at the end nearest releasor. 

After milking - rinse machine with RINSA KLEN pre rinse, then clean with DAIRY KLEN NO FOAM 

biodegradable detergent. Make up a solution containing 30mls IO KLEN NO FOAM to 23 litres of warm or 

cold water and flush through machine. DO NOT RINSE OUT, allow to drain. As IO KLEN NO FOAM 

contains a colour indicator, pale solutions should be discarded as inactive. 

2.  GENERAL PURPOSE/FOOD INDUSTRY CIP MACHINES 

Clean machine with DAIRY KLEN NO FOAM biodegradeable detergent. Make  up a solution containing 

30mls IO KLEN NO FOAM to 23 litres of warm or cold water and flush through machine. DO NOT 

RINSE OUT, allow to drain. As IO KLEN NO FOAM contains a colour indicator, pale solutions should be 

discarded as inactive. 

PACKAGING 

20, 110, 120  & 200 Litre containers. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER 

Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only obligation 

shall be to replace any quantity of product which is proven defective. They cannot assume any risk or 

liability in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, which does not include labour or any 
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consequential damages resulting from the use of this product. Determining the suitability of this product for 

any intended use shall be solely the responsibility of the user.  ALWAYS TEST FIRST.  
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